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ABSTRACT

Assimilating inner-core observations collected from recent field campaign programs such as Tropical Cyclone Intensity (TCI) and Intensity Forecasting Experiment (IFEX) together with the enhanced atmospheric motion vectors (AMVs) produce realistic three-dimensional (3D) analyses using the newly developed GSI-based, continuously cycled, dual-resolution hybrid ensemble–variational data assimilation (DA) system for the Hurricane Weather Research and Forecasting (HWRF) Model for Hurricane Patricia (2015). However, more persistent surface wind maximum spindown is found in the intensity forecast initialized from the realistic analyses produced by the DA system but not from the unrealistic initial conditions produced through vortex modification. Diagnostics in this study reveal that the spindown issue is likely attributed to the deficient HWRF Model physics that are unable to maintain the realistic 3D structures from the DA analysis. The horizontal diffusion is too strong to maintain the realistically observed vertical oscillation of radial wind near the eyewall region. The vertical diffusion profile cannot produce a sufficiently strong secondary circulation connecting the realistically elevated upper-level outflow produced in the DA analysis. Further investigations with different model physics parameterizations demonstrate that spindown can be alleviated by modifying model physics parameterizations. In particular, a modified turbulent mixing parameterization scheme together with a reduced horizontal diffusion is found to significantly alleviate the spindown issue and to improve the intensity forecast. Additional experiments show that the peak-simulated intensity and rapid intensification rate can be further improved by increasing the model resolution. But the model resolution is not as important as model physics in the spindown alleviation.

1. Introduction

An accurate depiction of the tropical cyclone (TC) inner-core dynamic and thermodynamic structures is essential for the numerical prediction of TC intensity (Torn and Hakim 2009; Xiao et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2009, 2011; Li et al. 2012; Weng and Zhang 2012; Lu et al. 2017a,b). However, TCs spend most of their lifetime over the open ocean, where high-resolution in situ inner-core observations are often lacking. Although satellites can cover vast areas over the ocean, effective utilization of all-sky satellite radiance observations in the cloudy and rainy regions, such as the eyewall and spiral rainbands, is still immature (Bauer et al. 2010, 2011; Yang et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2016; Zhu et al. 2018; Geer et al. 2018).

Because of the lack of high-resolution inner-core observations, early NWP studies usually initialized the TC predictions using a bogus vortex based on limited vortex information [e.g., radius of maximum wind (RMW), maximum wind speed (Vmax), and minimum sea level pressure (MSLP)] (Thu and Krishnamurti 1992; Kurihara et al. 1995, 1998, Liu et al. 2000, 2006; Pu and Braun 2001; Tallapragada et al. 2014). In the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) operational Hurricane Weather Research and Forecasting system (HWRF), vortex initialization (VI) contains two components: vortex relocation (VR) and vortex modification (VM), where VR corrects the storm location and VM modifies the storm intensity and size. Details can be found in Liu et al. (2000, 2006) and Tallapragada et al. (2015). Briefly, VR extracts the vortex from the background HWRF forecast. VM is then performed on the extracted vortex before it is
placed back. During VM, the vortex size is first modified based on the RMW and the 34-kt (17.5 m s\(^{-1}\)) wind radius. Then, the axisymmetric component of the vortex is re-balanced, and a historic axisymmetric composite storm is added to the vortex to adjust the storm intensity. The added composite storm is from a HWRF simulation of a real storm in 2007 (Tallapragada et al. 2015). However, numerous observations and studies have suggested that asymmetric dynamics can play important roles in the TC intensity prediction, especially during the intensification phase (Braun et al. 2006; Schubert et al. 1999; Reasor et al. 2004; Montgomery et al. 2002; Smith et al. 2008; Persing and Montgomery 2003; Reasor et al. 2000; Cram et al. 2007; Van Sang et al. 2008; Nguyen et al. 2011; Montgomery and Smith 2014; Persing et al. 2013). For example, the rapidly intensifying (RI) TCs are usually accompanied with asymmetric convective bursts (Montgomery et al. 2006; Pierrot and Reisner 2011; Chen and Zhang 2013; Rogers et al. 2015; Susca-Lopata et al. 2015; Guimond et al. 2016). Therefore, more realistic inner-core initial conditions are required for TC predictions rather than the axisymmetric storms generated through VM. More recent studies suggested that efficient inner-core data assimilation (DA) can be a better initialization approach than VM when inner-core observations are available (Torn and Hakim 2009; Xiao et al. 2009, 2011; Li et al. 2012; Weng and Zhang 2012; Aksoy et al. 2013; Schwartz et al. 2013; Lu et al. 2017a,b).

In recent years, unique opportunities to sample TC inner-core structures and near-core environments have been provided by different field campaigns such as the Hurricane Intensity Forecasting Experiment (IFEX) supported by NOAA (Rogers et al. 2013) and the Tropical Cyclone Intensity (TCI) Experiment supported by the Office of Naval Research (ONR) (Doyle et al. 2017). Airborne instruments from aircraft from these field campaigns can provide valuable high-resolution inner- and near-core information for TCs. Examples include Doppler radar observations collected by the NOAA WP-3D/G-IV aircraft during the IFEX field campaign, and dropsondes released by the WB-57 aircraft during the TCI field campaign. Together with the enhanced high-resolution atmospheric motion vector (AMV) wind observations provided by the Cooperative Institute for Meteorological Satellite Studies (CIMSS; Velden et al. 2017), an unprecedentedly thorough three-dimensional picture of TCs can be depicted including the inner-core, the environment, the outflow layer, and the low-level inflow regions. More specific information regarding these observations will be presented in Lu and Wang (2018, manuscript submitted to Mon. Wea. Rev., hereafter Part II).

A cycled, dual-resolution hybrid ensemble Kalman filter–variational (EnKF-Var) DA system based on the National Weather Service operational DA system: Gridpoint Statistical Interpolation (GSI) was recently operationally implemented since 2017. The approach adopted by this system is based on Lu et al. (2017a,b). Lu et al. (2017a,b) demonstrated that the self-consistent ensemble covariance in this DA system was able to properly assimilate inner-core observations, which contributed to the improved intensity forecast. It is therefore expected that the three-dimensional (3D) analysis produced by this DA system ingesting the abundant observations provided by IFEX, TCI, and CIMMS AMVs mentioned above would be more realistic than the VM analysis.

One challenge associated with the intensity forecast by HWRF is the “spindown” issue (Bernardet et al. 2015; Zhou et al. 2015a,b; Pu et al. 2016; Tong et al. 2018). Following these early studies, spindown is defined as a significant vortex weakening [e.g., Vmax drop greater than 5 m s\(^{-1}\) (6h)\(^{-1}\)] during the first \(6-12\) h of the model forecast (Bernardet et al. 2015; Zhou et al. 2015a,b; Tong et al. 2018). This definition of spindown is used for the rest of the paper. Such a spindown issue sometimes jeopardizes the intensity forecasts especially for strong hurricanes during the intensification period. Most early studies attributed the spindown issue to the imbalanced, incomplete, or unrealistic initial analysis (Bernardet et al. 2015; Zhou et al. 2015b; Pu et al. 2016). However, as discussed in this paper, although a more realistic initial condition was generated for Hurricane Patricia (2015) using the field campaign observations and the GSI hybrid DA system compared to the VM analysis, more significant spindown occurs during the subsequent prediction initialized by the DA analysis than the VM analysis. This more significant spindown issue with a better DA analysis was also consistently found in Tong et al. (2018) with a larger sample size. The primary objective of this study is to investigate the reason behind it.

Some other studies (Vukicevic et al. 2013; Tong et al. 2018) indicated that the spindown issue is also likely be caused by the insufficient model physics, especially for the boundary layer physics. But no prominent evidence was found to support this hypothesis. As discussed later in the paper, our experiments suggest that the spindown is largely due to the deficiency associated with the HWRF Model physics schemes. Previous studies suggested that simulated TCs can be highly influenced by the turbulent diffusion processes (Emanuel 1997; Bryan and Rotunno 2009a,b; Bryan 2012; Rotunno and Bryan 2012; Zhang and Montgomery 2012; Gopalakrishnan et al. 2013; Montgomery and Smith 2014; Zhang and Marks 2015; Zhang et al. 2015). While a typical picture of TC secondary circulation in the eyewall region is an in–up–out cell (Montgomery and Smith 2014), some studies (Stern and Nolan 2011; Stern et al. 2014, 2017) suggested that
there can be oscillating inflow and outflow in the vertical direction between the typical boundary layer inflow and the upper-level outflow in both observations and model simulations. Bryan and Rotunno (2009a) provides an analytical solution showing that these vertical oscillations of inflow and outflow in such TCs can be a result of unbalanced flow effects, in which the vertical subgradient and supergradient oscillation plays a key role instead of the gradient-wind balance in the eyewall region. However, these unbalanced flow effects can be damped through strong radial diffusion in the models (Bryan and Rotunno 2009a). Therefore, in this study, experiments are conducted to understand if the horizontal diffusion parameterization like the horizontal mixing length scale \( L_h \) (a key parameter for horizontal diffusion configuration in the HWRF Model) is too large. The overly large horizontal diffusion may spuriously damp the realistically captured TC structures by DA analyses, which therefore results in spindown during the prediction of Hurricane Patricia (2015).

In addition to the horizontal diffusion, previous studies also suggested that the vertical diffusion can play a key role in the TC intensification process in HWRF. For example, Gopalakrishnan et al. (2013), Zhu et al. (2014), and Zhang et al. (2015) showed that the value of vertical diffusivity \( K_m \) is important for the simulated maximum intensity in both the idealized and the operational HWRF. On the other hand, Bryan and Rotunno (2009b) found in the axisymmetric model that the maximum intensity of storms is insensitive to vertical diffusivity. Zhu et al. (2018) found that there was an unrealistic discontinuity of vertical diffusion near the boundary layer top in the HWRF planetary boundary layer (PBL) scheme applied in the HWRF Model (e.g., Fig. 1). This parameterization of vertical diffusivity \( K_m \) was originally designed under a clear-sky assumption where the free atmosphere has little diffusion. Therefore, \( K_m \) is always set to zero at the PBL top and the \( K_m \) above the PBL is always following the clear-sky profiles in the HWRF PBL scheme. But this assumption is not suitable for the deep convection, such as the eyewall or spiral rainbands, where in-cloud turbulence creates large mixing above the PBL. Zhu et al. (2018) proposed a modified turbulent mixing parameterization scheme that replaces the boundary layer top with a “turbulent layer” top when calculating vertical diffusivity (e.g., Fig. 1). Although the in-cloud mixing is further considered in this new scheme, the modified vertical diffusivity is still calculated using the empirical equations with slight adoptions. As a result, the level of the peak diffusivity is elevated from inside the PBL to the midlevel (e.g., 500 hPa in Fig. 1) and the magnitude of the peak vertical diffusivity is larger (not shown). Although the modified profile still requires further evaluation given lack of direct observations, in a recent study by Zhu et al. (2018), this modified turbulent mixing parameterization significantly improves the intensity forecast for TCs. Therefore, in this study, the impacts of the newly proposed modified turbulent mixing parameterization scheme together with the sensitivity to \( L_h \) are explored with the analysis produced from the advanced DA system to investigate the spindown issue. Detailed diagnostics are performed to explore how and why the deficiencies of the model physics parameterizations can contribute to the spindown issue.

Patricia (2015) was a category 5 hurricane that formed in the east Pacific on 20 October and made landfall along the southwestern coast of Mexico around 2300 UTC 23 October 2015 (Kimberlain et al. 2016). Many have claimed that this is the strongest observed TC in the east Pacific, with a maximum surface wind speed of 95.2 m s\(^{-1}\) (185 kt; Rogers et al. 2017). But most of the operational centers failed to forecast the RI and the strong peak intensity (Qin and Zhang 2018). In this study, experiments are carried out at 1800 UTC 22 October 2015 for the third TCI mission that sampled...
the RI phase of Patricia. A detailed description of the
data collected by TCI is documented in Part II.

Considering the very small size of Patricia (smallest
RMW recorded during Patricia’s lifetime is about 9 km),
the 2-km model grid spacing configuration may not be
easy to resolve the convective-scale features well
in this case. Thus, in addition to investigating the issues
associated with the model physics, experiments are also
performed in this study to investigate the impact of
model resolution on the intensity forecast and the
spindown issue.

As the first part of a two-part study, we first describe
the DA system, the model, and the experiment design
in section 2. Then, section 3 shows the comparisons
between VM and DA analyses and their subsequent
forecast. As part of the comparison, investigations are
carried out to understand why the more persistent TC
spindown exists with the more realistic DA analysis
but not the unrealistic VM analysis. Section 4 explores
the impacts of model PBL physics parameterization
changes on the spindown issue. Section 5 describes the
impact of model resolution on the TC forecast and
spindown issue and section 6 summarizes and con-
cludes the results.

2. Methodology, data, and experiment design
   a. System description

Following Lu et al. (2017b), the newly developed GSI-
based, continuously cycled, dual-resolution hybrid ensemble–
variational (EnVar) DA system for HWRF is used in
this study with some upgrades. To be consistent with
the model resolution update in the 2015 operational
HWRF (Tallapragada et al. 2015), a 18/6/2-km grid
spacing configuration is used in this study instead of
the previous 27/9/3-km grid spacing in Lu et al.
(2017b). Figure 2 shows the flowchart of this upgraded
hybrid DA system with adaptations from Lu et al.
(2017b). For consistency, the following descriptions
parallel that of Lu et al. (2017b) with adaptations and
simplifications.

At the initial cycle of a storm, a 40-member 18/6-km
doubly nested HWRF ensemble and a single determin-
istic 18/6/2-km triply nested HWRF control are initialized
from the Global Forecast System (GFS) ensemble and
control analyses, respectively. These analyses are ob-
tained from the National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) operational GFS hybrid DA system
(Wang et al. 2013; Wang and Lei 2014). Then, VR is
performed on both ensemble and control forecasts and
VM is only performed on the control forecast and only
when the inner-core observations are unavailable. The
details on how to perform VR and VM can be found in
Lu et al. (2017b) section 2e. These updated control and
ensemble forecasts will be used as the background for
the next DA. To solve the nonoverlapping domain issue
associated with the moving nests for the hybrid DA,
the newly developed directed moving nest strategy is
adopted during cycled ensemble and control forecasts
following Lu et al. (2017b).

At the DA stage, a 40-member analysis on the 6-km
grid is first produced by EnKF (ensemble Kalman fil-
ter) based on the relocated HWRF background en-
semble forecast. Next, the modified control analysis
on the 2- and 6-km domains is produced by the hy-
brid 3DEnVar using the same HWRF ensemble and

FIG. 2. Flowchart of the GSI-based EnVar hybrid DA system for HWRF [adapted and upgraded from Lu et al. (2017b)]. VI is a com-
bined of VM and VR.
the augmented control vector (ACV) method (e.g., Wang et al. 2007; Wang 2010; Wang et al. 2013). Then the EnKF mean on the 6-km grid is replaced with the 6-km hybrid analysis to recenter the EnKF ensemble. During recentering, the ensemble mean is replaced by the hybrid control analysis. After recentering, the outermost HWRF domain on the 18-km grid is replaced by the GFS control and ensemble analyses. Similar recentering is adopted for the global hybrid DA system (Wang et al. 2013).

After the DA stage, the updated analyses are used to produce background forecasts for the next DA cycle. For example, a 9-h deterministic forecast is initialized from the hybrid analysis on the 18/6/2-km grid, and a 6-h 40-member ensemble background forecast is initialized from the EnKF analysis on the 18/6-km grids. The directed moving nest strategy is also applied during the forecasts following Lu et al. 2017b, and VR and VM procedures are conducted before applying the next DA stage. Meanwhile, an independent single deterministic 120-h free forecast is initialized from the hybrid analysis on the 18/6/2-km grid using HWRF’s original vortex-following strategy. The above DA and forecast cycles are continuously repeated until the end of the storm. This cycled, self-consistent hybrid DA system was not implemented to operational HWRF until 2017. However, the same operational HWRF Model in 2015 is used as a baseline in this study.

b. HWRF Model configuration

The HWRF Model was developed by the Environmental Modeling Center (EMC) in collaboration with the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) and the University of Rhode Island (URI) based on the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model infrastructure and NonHydrostatic Mesoscale Model (NMM) dynamic core (Tallapragada et al. 2015). As mentioned in the previous section, the operational HWRF has experienced a major update in the model grid spacing from 27/9/3 km to 18/6/2 km in 2015. Correspondingly, a horizontal grid spacing of 0.135°/0.045°/0.015° (approximately 18/6/2 km) for the outermost/intermediate/innermost domains are used for the newly developed hybrid DA system in this study, which is similar to that used in the 2015 operational HWRF. The outermost, intermediate, and innermost domains are configured with 288° × 576° (roughly 80° × 80°), 304° × 604° (roughly 30° × 30°) and 265° × 472° (roughly 7° × 7°) horizontal grid points, respectively [domain size similar to Fig. 3 in Lu et al. (2017b); not shown]. There are 61 vertical levels and the model top is at 2 hPa following the operational HWRF. The physics parameterization schemes used in this study follows those used in the 2015 operational HWRF (details can be found in Table 1).

c. Experiment design

To understand why TC spindown exists with the more realistic DA analysis and how the model PBL physics parameterization and model resolution can impact the spindown and intensity forecasts, eight experiments denoted as “NoDA-warm,” “NoDA,” “VM,” “DA,” “DA-Hi,” “DA-HD,” “DA-HDV,” “DA-HDVHi” are conducted (see descriptions in Table 1). The analysis time of interest is 1800 UTC 22 October 2015. Details for each experiment are described as below:

NoDA-warm is a 6-h “nonstop” free forecast initialized from the 1200 UTC DA analyses on 22 October 2015. Seven cycles of DA and forecasts were performed before hand starting from 1800 UTC 20 October 2015 when Patricia became a tropical depression EP20 using the cycled DA system as described in Fig. 2 and section 2a. During these DA cycles, the same observations from the operational HWRF (Tallapragada et al. 2015) are assimilated as listed in Table 1.

In the NoDA experiment, the forecast is initialized by the relocated control background valid at 1800 UTC 22 October 2015. Compared to NoDA-warm which is more like a “restart” run, NoDA zeroes out the vertical velocities and hydrometeors, performs vortex relocation and replaces the outermost domain with the GFS analysis. Comparison between NoDA and NoDA-warm will reveal if these procedures typically done before each DA update can contribute to the spindown issue.

Experiments VM and DA perform purely VM and DA, respectively, based on the relocated background from NoDA. Specifically, DA assimilates the inner-core and near inner-core observations from IFEX, TCI field campaigns and CIMSS AMV in addition to the operational observations upon NoDA (specific observation types are listed in Table 1 of this paper and details of each type of observations are introduced in Part II). The satellite radiances from the operational observations are only assimilated in the intermediate domain following Lu et al. (2017b) and the operational HWRF configuration (Tallapragada et al. 2015). Slightly adjusted from Lu et al. (2017a,b), the horizontal and vertical localizations used in this study are configured to be 150-km/180-km and −0.46/−0.46 scale-height recursive filter covariance localization length scale (Barker et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2008; Pan et al. 2014) for the innermost/intermediate domains, respectively. Full ensemble error covariance is used for both DA domains in this study following the configurations in Lu et al. (2017a,b). Intercomparison between NoDA, VM and DA can help
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment name</th>
<th>Innermost and intermediate domains</th>
<th>Outermost domain</th>
<th>Model resolution</th>
<th>VM</th>
<th>VR</th>
<th>Basic model physics</th>
<th>Observations assimilated</th>
<th>Model physics change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NoDA-warm</td>
<td>6-h control forecast initialized from 1200 UTC 22 Oct 2015 using the GSI-based, continuously cycled, dual-resolution hybrid ensemble–variational (EnVar)DA system for HWRF (Lu et al. 2017b) valid at 1800 UTC 22 Oct 2015</td>
<td>6-h control forecast initialized from 1200 UTC 22 Oct 2015</td>
<td>18/6/2 km</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Ferrier–Aligo microphysics scheme; simplified Arakawa–Schubert (SAS) cumulus scheme; HWRF modified surface layer scheme; Noah land surface model; HWRF modified PBL scheme; RRTMG longwave and shortwave radiation schemes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoDA</td>
<td>GSI-based, continuously cycled, dual-resolution hybrid ensemble–variational (EnVar)DA system for HWRF (Lu et al. 2017b) valid at 1800 UTC 22 Oct 2015</td>
<td>GFS analysis valid at 1800 UTC 22 Oct 2015</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>TDR, flight level observations, SFMR, CIMSS AMV, HDSS dropsondes, and operational observations (radiosondes; dropwindsondes; aircraft reports; surface ship and buoy observations; surface observations over land; Pibal winds; wind profilers; radar-derived velocity–azimuth display wind; WindSat scatterometer winds; integrated precipitable water derived from the global positioning system; satellite radiances from HIRS, AIRS, IASI, GOES, AMSU-A, MHS, and ATMS)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM</td>
<td>hybrid ensemble–variational (EnVar) DA system for HWRF (Lu et al. 2017b) valid at 1800 UTC 22 Oct 2015</td>
<td>22 Oct 2015</td>
<td>6/2/0.67 km</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>TDR, flight level observations, SFMR, CIMSS AMV, HDSS dropsondes, and operational observations (radiosondes; dropwindsondes; aircraft reports; surface ship and buoy observations; surface observations over land; Pibal winds; wind profilers; radar-derived velocity–azimuth display wind; WindSat scatterometer winds; integrated precipitable water derived from the global positioning system; satellite radiances from HIRS, AIRS, IASI, GOES, AMSU-A, MHS, and ATMS)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA</td>
<td>hybrid ensemble–variational (EnVar) DA system for HWRF (Lu et al. 2017b) valid at 1800 UTC 22 Oct 2015</td>
<td>22 Oct 2015</td>
<td>18/6/2 km</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>TDR, flight level observations, SFMR, CIMSS AMV, HDSS dropsondes, and operational observations (radiosondes; dropwindsondes; aircraft reports; surface ship and buoy observations; surface observations over land; Pibal winds; wind profilers; radar-derived velocity–azimuth display wind; WindSat scatterometer winds; integrated precipitable water derived from the global positioning system; satellite radiances from HIRS, AIRS, IASI, GOES, AMSU-A, MHS, and ATMS)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA-Hi</td>
<td>hybrid ensemble–variational (EnVar) DA system for HWRF (Lu et al. 2017b) valid at 1800 UTC 22 Oct 2015</td>
<td>22 Oct 2015</td>
<td>6/2/0.67 km</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>TDR, flight level observations, SFMR, CIMSS AMV, HDSS dropsondes, and operational observations (radiosondes; dropwindsondes; aircraft reports; surface ship and buoy observations; surface observations over land; Pibal winds; wind profilers; radar-derived velocity–azimuth display wind; WindSat scatterometer winds; integrated precipitable water derived from the global positioning system; satellite radiances from HIRS, AIRS, IASI, GOES, AMSU-A, MHS, and ATMS)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA-HD</td>
<td>hybrid ensemble–variational (EnVar) DA system for HWRF (Lu et al. 2017b) valid at 1800 UTC 22 Oct 2015</td>
<td>22 Oct 2015</td>
<td>18/6/2 km</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>TDR, flight level observations, SFMR, CIMSS AMV, HDSS dropsondes, and operational observations (radiosondes; dropwindsondes; aircraft reports; surface ship and buoy observations; surface observations over land; Pibal winds; wind profilers; radar-derived velocity–azimuth display wind; WindSat scatterometer winds; integrated precipitable water derived from the global positioning system; satellite radiances from HIRS, AIRS, IASI, GOES, AMSU-A, MHS, and ATMS)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA-HDVD</td>
<td>hybrid ensemble–variational (EnVar) DA system for HWRF (Lu et al. 2017b) valid at 1800 UTC 22 Oct 2015</td>
<td>22 Oct 2015</td>
<td>6/2/0.67 km</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>TDR, flight level observations, SFMR, CIMSS AMV, HDSS dropsondes, and operational observations (radiosondes; dropwindsondes; aircraft reports; surface ship and buoy observations; surface observations over land; Pibal winds; wind profilers; radar-derived velocity–azimuth display wind; WindSat scatterometer winds; integrated precipitable water derived from the global positioning system; satellite radiances from HIRS, AIRS, IASI, GOES, AMSU-A, MHS, and ATMS)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA-HDVL</td>
<td>hybrid ensemble–variational (EnVar) DA system for HWRF (Lu et al. 2017b) valid at 1800 UTC 22 Oct 2015</td>
<td>22 Oct 2015</td>
<td>18/6/2 km</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>TDR, flight level observations, SFMR, CIMSS AMV, HDSS dropsondes, and operational observations (radiosondes; dropwindsondes; aircraft reports; surface ship and buoy observations; surface observations over land; Pibal winds; wind profilers; radar-derived velocity–azimuth display wind; WindSat scatterometer winds; integrated precipitable water derived from the global positioning system; satellite radiances from HIRS, AIRS, IASI, GOES, AMSU-A, MHS, and ATMS)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA-HDVLHi</td>
<td>hybrid ensemble–variational (EnVar) DA system for HWRF (Lu et al. 2017b) valid at 1800 UTC 22 Oct 2015</td>
<td>22 Oct 2015</td>
<td>6/2/0.67 km</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>TDR, flight level observations, SFMR, CIMSS AMV, HDSS dropsondes, and operational observations (radiosondes; dropwindsondes; aircraft reports; surface ship and buoy observations; surface observations over land; Pibal winds; wind profilers; radar-derived velocity–azimuth display wind; WindSat scatterometer winds; integrated precipitable water derived from the global positioning system; satellite radiances from HIRS, AIRS, IASI, GOES, AMSU-A, MHS, and ATMS)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA-HDVLHi</td>
<td>hybrid ensemble–variational (EnVar) DA system for HWRF (Lu et al. 2017b) valid at 1800 UTC 22 Oct 2015</td>
<td>22 Oct 2015</td>
<td>18/6/2 km</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>TDR, flight level observations, SFMR, CIMSS AMV, HDSS dropsondes, and operational observations (radiosondes; dropwindsondes; aircraft reports; surface ship and buoy observations; surface observations over land; Pibal winds; wind profilers; radar-derived velocity–azimuth display wind; WindSat scatterometer winds; integrated precipitable water derived from the global positioning system; satellite radiances from HIRS, AIRS, IASI, GOES, AMSU-A, MHS, and ATMS)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
reveal why the more persistent TC spindown occurs in the realistic DA but not in the unrealistic VM.

DA-Hi is a high-resolution (6/2/0.67-km grid spacing) forecast based on DA. Because of the constraints in the HWRF Model infrastructure, current HWRF Model does not support the quadruple nest domain configuration. Therefore, to investigate the model resolution impact while maintaining the benefits of the continuously cycled hybrid DA system, we utilize the relocation package from the operational HWRF (Liu et al. 2000, 2006) to downscale the analysis produced by the hybrid DA (2-km resolution) onto a higher-resolution domain (0.67-km resolution). Specifically, the analyses from 18/6/2-km grid spacing domains are first merged into one combined domain (3-km resolution). Next, the combined domain is interpolated onto finer 6/2/0.67-km grid spacing domains. Then, a 120-h free forecast is launched based on these interpolated analyses. The goal of this high-resolution experiment is to investigate the impact of model resolution on both the spindown issue and the TC peak intensity forecast.

DA-HD is similar to DA except using a reduced “Coac” (horizontal diffusion weighting factor) physics parameterization configuration from 0.75/3.0/4.0 to 0.75/1.0/1.2 for the outermost/intermediate/innermost domains, respectively. The “$L_h$” controls the magnitude of $L_h$. The larger the “$Coac$”, the more the horizontal mixing. Different “$Coac$” values in different domains are due to the model grid spacing dependency of the horizontal eddy diffusivity (Janjić 1990; Zhang et al. 2018). According to Zhang and Marks (2015), the configuration of 0.75/3.0/4.0 was designed for large horizontal grid spacing. Such a configuration is equivalent to the $L_h$ of 1900-m (Zhang et al. 2018). As a result, in the 2016 operational HWRF, the “$Coac$” is reduced to 0.75/1.0/1.2, which gives an estimate of $L_h$ at about 800-m. Zhang et al. (2018) claimed this new set of values are more consistent with the observational estimate and the model resolution (Zhang and Montgomery 2012). This latter set of values is used in this study for the “DA-HD” experiment. To reduce the accumulated effect from altered diffusion over multiple cycles, the model physics are only modified 6h prior the target DA cycle in this study.

Experiment DA-HDVD is based on DA-HD where a modified PBL scheme is further used to modify the vertical diffusion profile in the HWRF Model in addition to the “$Coac$” reduction. This modified PBL scheme is proposed by Zhu et al. (2018) and is discussed in section 1. Intercomparison among DA, DA-HD, and DA-HDVD will reveal how the model PBL physics changes impact the TC spindown and intensity forecasts.

DA-HDVHi is similar to DA-Hi except using the modified PBL physics including the reduced “$Coac$” and the modified PBL scheme. To be consistent with the increased model resolution, the “$Coac$” is also adjusted to the finer grid spacing for the innermost domain. Comparison between DA-HDVD and DA-HDVHi will reveal the impact of model resolution on TC intensity forecast with the modified model physics. Intercomparison among DA, DA-Hi, DA-HDVD and DA-HDVHi will reveal the relative contribution of model physics and model resolution on the spindown issue and on the peak intensity forecasts of Patricia.

3. Why more persistent TC spindown exists with the more realistic analyses produced by DA?

a. Differences between VM and DA on TC analyses and forecasts

The performances of VM and DA are first compared together with NoDA in this subsection to investigate their impacts on TC analyses and forecasts in the HWRF Model. The horizontal wind structures at different levels produced by the VM and DA analyses are first verified against the observations and the radar wind composite. Figure 3 shows the model-derived wind and the corresponding verifications at the surface and 3-km height valid at 1800 UTC 22 October 2015. The surface verification is from the observations of SFMR (Stepped Frequency Microwave Radiometer) on board the NOAA WP-3D aircraft and the 3-km height verification is composited from the TDR radial velocity data provided by HRD (Gamache 2005; both observations can be obtained from HRD 2015). While the SFMR observations suggested a small size hurricane (RMW about 18 km) with strong surface wind maximum (close to 60 m s$^{-1}$; Fig. 3a) around the northeast of Patricia at this time, experiment NoDA produces a spuriously large hurricane (RMW about 42 km) with much weaker surface wind maximum (about 41 m s$^{-1}$) to the southeast (Fig. 3b). This spuriously large size is also found in the 3-km height verifications above the surface (Figs. 3g,h). Although the magnitude of wind maximum at the 3-km height is comparable with the observations, the wind speed in the southwest of the storm in NoDA is too strong (Figs. 3g,h). Therefore, modifications such as VM or DA are necessary to improve this suboptimal initial condition.

The corresponding analyses produced by VM and DA at different heights are shown in Figs. 3c, 3d, 3i, and 3j. In the VM experiment, an axisymmetric composite vortex from the historic HWRF Model forecasts is added onto the background to enhance storm intensity (Tallapragada et al. 2015). As a result, although the value of surface wind
Fig. 3. Wind (shading and vectors, m s\(^{-1}\)) and pressure (contours, hPa) at 10-m height for (a) SFMR observations, (b) NoDA analysis, (c) VM analysis, (d) DA analysis, (e) DA-HD analysis, and (f) DA-HDVD analysis for the third TCI mission valid at 1800 UTC 22 Oct 2015. The black dot is the best track position from NHC. The corresponding wind (shading and vectors) at 3-km height for (g) HRD radar composite, (h) NoDA analysis, (i) VM analysis, (j) DA analysis, (k) DA-HD analysis, and (l) DA-HDVD analysis. Note the SFMR and HRD radar composite are centered around 1739 UTC 22 Oct 2015. There are no wind vectors in the SFMR observations in (a) and there are no pressure contours in both the SFMR and TDR observations [(a) and (g), respectively].
maximum in VM is modified and is now more consistent with the operational intensity estimate and the best track (Fig. 5a), the wind maximum above the surface becomes spuriously strong (e.g., Fig. 3i). Meanwhile, although the RMW of the VM analysis is reduced slightly due to the size modification, the size of the 34-kt wind radii is significantly increased after adding the strong axisymmetric composite. In other words, the primary circulation in VM becomes spuriously large and strong. In comparison with VM, experiment DA produces a significantly contracted vortex where both the RMW and 34-kt wind radii are more consistent with the SFMR observations (Fig. 3d). This storm size reduction is consistently found at different levels (e.g., Fig. 3j). Moreover, the spuriously strong wind flows in the southwest quadrant found in NoDA are reduced to be more comparable with the HRD radar composite. However, the wind maximum in DA is positioned to the north rather than the northeast of the storm. In addition, the magnitude of this wind maximum (about 52 m s\(^{-1}\)) is still weaker than the SFMR observations at the surface. But overall, the general 3D TC inner-core structure produced by the DA experiment fits observations much better than either NoDA or VM. Further details on how assimilated observations from IFEX, TCI, and CIMSS can improve various aspects of the analysis of Patricia are presented in Part II.

To further diagnose the differences among NoDA, VM, and DA, the gradient wind balance (GWB) relationship within each experiment is investigated. Following Smith et al. (2009), a net radial force (NRF) field defined as the difference between the local radial pressure gradient force and the sum of centrifugal force and Coriolis force is used to describe the GWB relationship. This NRF is calculated on the pressure coordinates following Pu et al. (2009):

\[
\text{NRF} = -g \frac{\partial z}{\partial r} \frac{v^2}{r} + f_0 v,
\]

where \(z\) is the geopotential height, \(r\) is the radial distance, \(v\) is the tangential wind speed, and \(g\) and \(f_0\) are the constants of gravitational acceleration and Coriolis parameter, respectively. Therefore, the GWB is established when NRF equals 0, and the flow is supergradient or subgradient when NRF is larger or smaller than 0, respectively. The corresponding azimuthal mean NRF fields for each experiment in the radius–pressure cross section are shown in Fig. 4.

According to some previous studies, the boundary layer of an intensifying storm is found to be subgradient at outer radii and supergradient at inner radii (Smith et al. 2008, 2009). Figures 4a and 4c show that NoDA and DA are producing consistent boundary layer NRF fields with these theoretical studies. In the free atmosphere regions above the PBL, previous studies often assumed GWB and hydrostatic balance (Emanuel 1986, 1995). Consistently, Figs. 4d and 4f indicate that the NRF fields in both NoDA and DA are almost 0, or GWB, outside the eyewall region above PBL. Additionally, as indicated in section 1, studies by Bryan and Rotunno (2009a,b) analytically showed that these hydrostatic and gradient-wind balances are violated near the eyewall region. They found unbalanced subgradient and supergradient oscillations associated with inflow/outflow oscillations in the vertical directions around the eyewall. Stern et al. (2014, 2017) showed evidence from simulations for these unbalanced oscillations in the eyewall with strong small-size storms like Patricia (2015). Moreover, Stern et al. (2017) suggested that the atypical midlevel wind speed maxima (centered around 6 km) found in Patricia observations on 23 October were attributed to the unbalanced flow oscillations. Consistently, the vertical subgradient/supergradient oscillations are captured by the negative/positive oscillating NRF field around the eyewall in DA analyses above the PBL although it is difficult to verify this due to the lack of enough 3D pressure observations. Thus, only the verifications of the wind-related terms in the GWB equation (sum of centrifugal force and Coriolis force terms) against those calculated from the HRD radar composite are conducted. The results show that the DA analysis is much more consistent with the verifications than NoDA and VM (Figs. 4g–i). In comparison with DA and NoDA, Figs. 4b and 4e indicate that VM is producing a significantly positive NRF field throughout the PBL and above. The spurious, positive NRF, or supergradient, field in VM can be found far away from the eyewall even up to the 120-km radii. This spurious and strong supergradient field in VM is a sign of initial vortex imbalance according to Pu et al. (2016).

In addition to the verifications of the TC structure analyses, the Vmax, MSLP and track forecasts initialized from these analyses are verified against the best track data in Fig. 5. Without any DA or VM, NoDA predicts an intensifying storm. However, the initial intensity in NoDA is too weak and the intensification rate is slower than best track after hour 6 (e.g., Figs. 5a,b). Consequently, the forecasted peak Vmax and MSLP in NoDA is about 32 m s\(^{-1}\) and 58 hPa weaker than the best track, respectively. In addition, the track forecast from NoDA suggests an eastward bias at the early lead times before landfall (Fig. 5c). In comparison with NoDA, regardless of the unrealistically large, strong and supergradient imbalanced analyses shown earlier in this
subsection (Figs. 3c,i and Figs. 4b,e), VM apparently improves the Vmax and MSLP forecasts upon NoDA although the track forecast is only slightly improved. For example, the initial values of Vmax and MSLP in VM are more consistent with the best track due to the intensity modification (Figs. 5a,b). Additionally, the peak intensity in VM is also improved over NoDA where the peak values of Vmax and MSLP are now only 24.7 m s\(^{-1}\) and 39 hPa weaker than the best track, respectively. Nevertheless, the intensification rate of VM is unreasonably slow and the timing of peak intensity in VM is shifted 6 h earlier as compared to the best track. In comparison with VM, although DA apparently improves the initial storm structures and the initial Vmax values upon NoDA, the intensity forecast from DA is degraded. In particular, significant Vmax spindown (about 13 m s\(^{-1}\) drop for the first 6 h) happens in DA. As a result, the intensification in DA is delayed and the peak intensity is even weaker than NoDA. But regardless of the intensity forecast.

**FIG. 4.** Radius–height cross section of the isopleths of the azimuthal mean NRF (m s\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\)) for (a),(d) NoDA, (b),(c) VM, and (c),(f) DA analysis at 1800 UTC 22 Oct 2015. (a)–(c) A zoom-in plot for (d)–(f) below 700 hPa and within 90-km radii. The sum of centrifugal force and Coriolis force (m s\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\)) at 1-km height is also given for (g) NoDA, (h) VM, (i) DA, and (j) HRD radar composite.
degradation, the track forecast from DA is overall comparable with NoDA (Figs. 5c,d).

b. Why did more persistent spindown occur with a more realistic DA analysis?

As analyzed in the previous subsection 3a, VM creates spuriously strong and large storm with spuriously large supergradient imbalance. However, this analysis produced by VM somehow improves the Vmax and MSLP forecasts upon NoDA. On the contrary, although the DA analysis is more realistic, or more consistent with both theoretical and observed TC structures, the intensity forecast is significantly degraded upon NoDA due to the Vmax spindown. Therefore, diagnostics are performed in this subsection to understand why the more persistent spindown occurs with the more realistic DA analysis but not the unrealistic VM analysis.

The 2-min frequency outputs of the intensity forecasts from different experiments are shown in Fig. 6 to investigate the detailed Vmax and MSLP evolutions during the first two hours. During the time period, NoDA produces a constantly intensifying storm with steady increase in Vmax and steady decrease in MSLP. This steady intensification in NoDA is consistent with the 6-h interval outputs shown in Fig. 5. In comparison with NoDA, although the 6-h interval outputs suggest a slow steady intensification in VM, the higher-frequency outputs show that VM still suffers from a Vmax drop (6 m s⁻¹) during the first 10–20 min. Such a Vmax drop is likely to be associated with a dramatic MSLP drop (more than 50 hPa) in Fig. 6b. The huge MSLP drop can be attributed to the supergradient imbalance found in Fig. 4, where the pressure gradient is increased by reducing the central pressure to compensate the strong wind field. After a brief (about
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20–25 min) period of decaying and reintensification, the intensity becomes near-stationary. In other words, it takes HWRF a short period of time to regain its initial Vmax value although the VM analyzed vortex is unrealistically supergradient. In comparison to VM, DA does not suffer from the significant MSLP drop due to the more physically balanced initial condition. However, the Vmax in DA drops more (about 16 m s$^{-1}$) and longer (about 1 h) than VM. DA struggles to intensify and it never regains the initial Vmax strength over the first 6 h. This Vmax drop, struggling to intensify, and failure to recover are reflected as the spindown issue shown in Fig. 5.

To understand why DA and VM evolve differently in the intensity forecast, the temporal evolution of the secondary circulation is investigated and shown in Fig. 7. Since HWRF resets vertical velocity to 0 when it is initialized,$^2$ and Vukicevic et al. (2013) suggested that this could be one of the factors that contribute to the spindown issue within their HWRF Ensemble Data Assimilation System (HEDAS) system, an extra experiment NoDA-warm is first conducted to investigate the potential impact of this loss of initial velocity on the secondary circulation evolution (Figs. 7a–e). In NoDA-warm, the initial secondary circulation consists of four major components: a strong inflow in the boundary layer, a strong outflow in the upper level, an updraft in the eyewall connecting the boundary layer inflow and upper-level outflow, and a weak downdraft in the upper-level eye region (Fig. 7a). These inner-core features are typically found in the conceptual model of a mature hurricane (e.g., Liu et al. 1997). Additionally, the inflow and outflow oscillations between the dominant upper-level outflow and boundary layer inflow are also found in NoDA-warm. As stated in section 1, these vertically oscillating features are consistent with previous studies (Willoughby et al. 1984; Marks and Houze 1987; Stern and Nolan 2011; Stern et al. 2017) and are hypothesized to be related to the supergradient/subgradient unbalanced oscillation around the eyewall (Bryan and Rotunno 2009a). As compared to NoDA-warm, although vertical velocity is set to 0 at the initial time (Fig. 7f), after only 2 min of model integration, the secondary circulation evolution in NoDA becomes comparable with NoDA-warm (Figs. 7b and 7g), suggesting the zeroed out vertical velocity field is not the main cause of the spindown. This high similarity in the secondary circulation evolution between NoDA-warm and NoDA consistently exists over the first 30 min (Figs. 7a–d,f–i), and gradually diverges afterward due to the influences of relocation and GFS replacement in the outmost domain (Figs. 7e,j).

To help visualize the temporal evolution of secondary circulation as analyzed above, a Hovmöller diagram is given in Fig. 8 to mark the time evolution of the eyewall for each experiment. Consistent with Figs. 7a–j, Figs. 8a,b again show that although differences can be found, the general feature of the eyewall evolution is overall comparable between NoDA and NoDA-warm, especially during the first 2 h. These results suggest that the resetting of initial vertical velocity in NoDA has minimal impacts on the secondary circulation evolution in the HWRF Model. Nevertheless, the eyewall in both NoDA and NoDA-warm is spuriously large in size (500-hPa radii about 45 and 40 km, respectively; Figs. 8a,b) compared to the small size (surface RMW about 18 km) from the best track.$^3$

---

$^2$ Restart mode does not function in the HWRF Model when the moving nest configuration is used.

$^3$ The RMW information is obtained from the postseason b-deck “best tracks” (ftp://ftp.nhc.noaa.gov/atcf/archive/2015/).
Unlike the similar TC structures between NoDA and NoDA-warm, VM modifies NoDA significantly as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. However, the initial radial wind structures produced by VM are similar to NoDA (Fig. 7k). This result shows that the primary modifications in VM are through enhancing the tangential wind fields, or the primary circulation. The supergradient imbalance found in VM starts to impact the secondary circulation structures after the model integrates (e.g., 2 min later). For example, spuriously strong downdraft (greater than 6 m s$^{-1}$) is

**FIG. 7.** Time evolution of the azimuthal mean radial wind (shading, m s$^{-1}$) and secondary circulation (vectors, m s$^{-1}$) for (a)–(e) NoDA-warm, (f)–(j) NoDA, (k)–(o) VM, (p)–(t) DA, and (u)–(y) DA-HDVD for the (a),(f),(k),(p),(u) initial analysis; (b),(g),(l),(q),(v) 2-min forecast; (c),(h),(m),(r),(w) 4-min forecast; (d),(i),(n),(s),(x) 30-min forecast; and (e),(j),(o),(t),(y) 60-min forecast. Red arrows are added to illustrate the evolution of secondary circulations.
found in the eye region (Figs. 7l–n). This strong downdraft is consistent with the dramatic MSLP drop found in Fig. 6. The downdraft warms the eye and hydrostatically lowers the surface pressure as a result of the wind and pressure adjustment. However, regardless of the spuriously strong downdraft in the eye, the typical TC secondary circulation components like the upper-level outflow, low-level inflow and the linking updraft can still be consistently found during the evolution (Figs. 7k–o and 8c). After one hour of model integration, the overly strong downdraft in the eye region is gradually reduced and the secondary circulation structure is more consistent with NoDA although the upper-level outflow is weaker (Fig. 7o) and the eyewall size is even larger (e.g., 500-hPa radii greater than 40 km; Fig. 8c).

According to the TCI dropsonde observations, the outflow of Patricia at the analysis time should be centered around 100 hPa at the outer radii of eyewall (30–60 km; shown in Part II, Fig. 6a). However, the outflow at the outer radii of eyewall is located around 150 hPa in both NoDA and VM, which is lower than observed (Figs. 7f and 7k). DA elevated the outflow to 100 hPa (Fig. 7p), which is more consistent with the observations (shown in Part II). But once the model integrates, it cannot establish a consistent updraft that directly links the elevated upper-level outflow and low-level inflow. Instead, the updraft in DA is not only weak below 300 hPa, but also oscillated inward and outward in the vertical direction. The upper part of the updraft is also pushed toward the eye such that the upper-eye region is dominated by updraft instead of the typically expected weak downdraft (Fig. 7q). This disorganized secondary circulation is likely because the HWRF Model is not able to support the strong subgradient/supergradient oscillations in the DA analysis (Fig. 4c) where subgradient produces inflow and supergradient produces outflow near the eyewall. The strong subgradient/supergradient oscillation in the DA analysis...
is consistent with early observational and modeling study of Patricia (Stern et al. 2017). Consequently, the inflow/outflow oscillations within the updraft produce several closed small secondary circulations. This disorganized secondary circulation continues throughout the first hour and is consistent with the Vmax spindown (Fig. 6a). As discussed in section 1, Bryan and Rotunno (2009a) found that the vertical variation associated with the unbalanced flow effects can be damped by stronger radial diffusion. It is hypothesized that one of the reasons that HWRF cannot support the realistically discontinuous secondary circulation evolution. The disorganized and energy transport and therefore the updraft triggered by latent heat release in the eyewall is constrained. Such an inefficient vertical energy and moisture transport is reflected by Figs. 9a–o where an unrealistic localized low-level total condensate maximum around 900 hPa is found in all the experiments at any forecast time in HWRF.

Overall, diagnostics in this subsection suggest that the spindown issue in Patricia is a direct response to the secondary circulation evolution. The disorganized and weak secondary circulation is likely to be attributed to the model physics deficiencies such as the unrealistic horizontal and vertical diffusion parameterization configurations. In other words, the spindown happens when the unrealistic model physics parameterization configurations cannot maintain the more realistic analysis produced by DA.

The mean absolute surface pressure tendency (MASPT) is usually used as a measurement of the incompatibility between the initial condition (or analysis) and the numerical model (e.g., Lynch and Huang 1992; Kleist et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2013; Lei and Whitaker, 2016). Given the surface pressure tendency will likely be dependent on the model physics itself, to facilitate quantifying the “incompatibility” between the model physics and DA analysis, a normalized mean absolute surface pressure tendency (NMASPT) is calculated in Fig. 6c. This NMASPT is calculated by normalizing MASPT with the relatively balanced free forecast in NoDA-Warm and NoDA-HDVD-Warm. The larger the NMASPT, the more incompatible between the model and the DA analysis. Figure 6c shows that VM only introduces slightly more incompatibility compared to NoDA since the composite vortex added in VM is from historical HWRF Model forecasts and is therefore more model “compatible”. In contrast, the confliction between the unrealistic model physics and the realistic analysis by DA shows significantly more incompatibility measured by NMASPT.

Therefore, the spindown issue is hypothesized to be alleviated for the DA experiment when the model physics are improved. The hypothesis will be investigated in the next section.

4 Sensitivity experiments suggest that deviates of NoDA from one are primarily due to the replacement of GFS analysis in the outermost domain and the VR process (not shown).

### 4. Can modified model physics alleviate the spindown issue?

As stated in section 3b, improving model physics parameterizations, such as the horizontal and vertical diffusion parameterizations, are hypothesized to help alleviate the spindown issue. Therefore, additional experiments DA-HD and DA-HDVD with physics modifications are conducted and the best performer will be compared with DA in this section to investigate the hypothesis.

#### a. Impacts of model physics parameterization modifications on TC analyses and intensity forecasts

Although the 6-h background and ensemble error covariances are different due to the use of different model physics, the DA analyses from these additional experiments are still comparable (Figs. 3d–f, j–l). The only exception is that DA-HDVD analysis is less asymmetric than the DA analysis. This more asymmetry in DA-HDVD is reflected by the Fourier decomposition in the relative vorticity, where DA-HDVD is explained more by the higher-wavenumber components as compared to DA, especially at wavenumber 2 (not shown). However, the more compact wind maximum region in DA-HDVD seems to be more consistent with the HRD
radar composite. Overall, all the experiments using the hybrid 3DEnVar with inner-core observations can capture the major TC features at different levels consistent with the verifications as discussed in section 3a. For example, the contracted storm size and the weaker wind speed to the southwest of Patricia are both captured. Nevertheless, the intensity and track forecasts initialized from these similar analyses are different as shown in Fig. 10. Using a reduced horizontal diffusion, DA-HD improves the MSLP forecast and shows apparent alleviation of spindown in the Vmax forecast as compared to DA (Figs. 10a,b) although no improvement is found in the track forecast (Figs. 10c,d). Without the significant spindown issue, the simulated peak intensity of DA-HD is increased over the peak intensity of DA, and is closer to the best track. This improved Vmax forecast suggests that the overly large horizontal diffusion is likely one of the reasons for the spindown issue during the prediction of Patricia as hypothesized. But the RI rate in DA-HD is still slower than the best track and so is the peak intensity. This slow and weak intensification in DA-HD is likely still due to the lack of strong updraft connecting the realistically elevated upper-level outflow as suggested in section 3b (not shown).

Using the modified turbulent mixing parameterization scheme on top of the reduced horizontal diffusion in DA-HD, shows further improvement in Vmax, MSLP and track forecasts upon DA-HD (Figs. 10a–d). The first 6-h RI trend in DA-HD is now comparable with the best track and the spindown is significantly alleviated. Specially, the peak Vmax and MSLP values in DA-HD are increased by 20 m s$^{-1}$ and 44 hPa, respectively, compared to DA.
more consistent with the best track. More detailed investigations on how the spindown is alleviated with DA-HDVD will be presented in the next subsection 4b.

In general, this subsection confirms the hypothesis proposed at the end of section 3b: improved model physics are needed to support and maintain the realistically analyzed TC structure from DA during the forecast. For the Patricia forecast in particular, both the modified turbulent mixing parameterization scheme and the reduced horizontal diffusion are important for improving the intensity forecast initialized from an improved analysis.

b. How can the modified model physics parameterizations alleviate spindown?

To further understand how the improved model physics can alleviate the spindown issue, detailed diagnostics similar to section 3b are performed in this subsection for the best performing DA-HDVD experiment.

First of all, the frequent output of Vmax and MSLP in Figs. 6a and 6b shows that although alleviated and is not found in the 6-h frequency output, DA-HDVD still suffers from a Vmax drop of about 12 m s$^{-1}$ within the first hour. However, this Vmax drop in DA-HDVD is 25% smaller than DA, and DA-HDVD intensifies rapidly and consistently after the first hour of adjustment. The RI in DA-HDVD after hour 1 compensates the Vmax drop and restores the Vmax to the initial value around hour 2. The Vmax in DA-HDVD keeps growing afterward. Consistent with the Vmax evolution, the MSLP evolution in DA-HDVD shows smaller magnitude of adjustments as compared with DA in the first hour and is followed by a steady intensification afterward.

The secondary circulation evolution of DA-HDVD (Figs. 7u–y) shows that the vertical sub/supergradient oscillation in the eyewall is still not well supported during the first several minutes of model integration.
However, the issue is less significant and less persistent due to the reduced horizontal diffusion. At the end of hour one, there is a clear outward updraft that connects the low-level inflow and realistically elevated upper-level outflow (Fig. 7y). Consistently, Fig. 8e shows that the eyewall can be built up quickly in DA-HDVD and well maintained during the evolution. The 500-hPa radius of eyewall in DA-HDVD is comparable with or even slightly smaller than the RMW given by the best track. The enhanced updraft is likely to be a result of applying the modified turbulent mixing parameterization scheme. Elimination of the vertical diffusion discontinuity in the new parameterization scheme (Fig. 1) facilitates the vertical communication of heat and moisture. Consequently, no localized low-level total condensate maximum is found in Figs. 9p–t, which suggests that the hydrometeors are well mixed in the eyewall region and can release more latent heat in the eyewall (Fig. 9t), and eventually enhanced the secondary circulation. As discussed in section 3b, the NMASPT is calculated for DA-HDVD as well. Figure 6c shows that consistent with the spindown alleviation, DA-HDVD reduces the model-analysis incompatibility as compared to DA.

Overall, comparisons from Fig. 6 to Fig. 9 suggest that the spindown issue in Patricia is likely to be a consequence of the conflict between the unrealistic model physics parameterization and the more realistic DA analysis as hypothesized in section 3b. Reducing the conflict by either using an unrealistic but model generated analysis as VM or using a more realistically improved model physics parameterization can help alleviate the spindown issue. However, there is still more incompatibility in DA-HDVD in comparison with VM (Fig. 6c) and DA-HDVD do still suffer from the short-term Vmax drop. These results suggest that further tunings and investigations in the model physics and further improvement of the DA are needed in the future.

5. How does model resolution impact on the TC intensity forecast?

As shown in section 4, the improved model physics parameterization can help alleviate the spindown issue and improve the TC intensity forecast significantly. However, the forecasted maximum peak intensity is still about 20 m s\(^{-1}\) or 30 hPa weaker than the peak Vmax or MSLP recorded by the best track. This remaining gap between the two peak intensities is likely due to the insufficient model resolution considering the small size of Patricia as stated in section 1. Therefore, an experiment has been conducted in this study to investigate the impact of model resolution on the peak intensity as well as the spindown issue.

Similar to Fig. 5, the Vmax, MSLP and track forecasts of the model resolution experiments are verified against the best track in Fig. 11. Without changing the model physics parameterization configuration, DA-Hi shows slightly alleviated Vmax spindown and a significant improvement in the peak intensity in comparison with DA. However, this spindown alleviation through the resolution increase is not as significant as the model physics parameterization improvement. This result suggests the spindown is largely attributed to the model physics errors rather than the relatively coarse model resolution. While the peak intensity is improved in DA-Hi as compared to DA, the track forecast is somehow degraded because the predicted TC moves too fast. Specifically, DA-Hi makes landfall after hour 18 while the best track shows landfall close to hour 30.

Since the spindown is already alleviated in DA-HDVD, increasing model resolution with the improved model physics in DA-HDVDHi shows significantly more improvement in the intensification rate and peak intensity. Although the timing is shifted 6 h earlier, the peak Vmax in DA-HDVDHi is now comparable with the best track. The early peak intensity in DA-HDVDHi is also due to the overfast prediction of track similar to DA-Hi (Figs. 11c,d).

Altogether, Fig. 11 suggests that the model resolution can be an important factor for maximum peak intensity prediction for HWRF Model when the model physics are properly modified, but the model resolution is not as important as the model physics in the spindown alleviation for this case.

6. Summary and discussion

A newly developed GSI-based, continuously cycled, dual-resolution hybrid EnKF-Var DA system for HWRF (Lu et al. 2017b) is upgraded to be consistent with the 2015 operational HWRF at a higher model resolution. Using this upgraded system, abundant field campaign inner-core and near inner-core observations together with the enhanced CIMSS AMVs collected during Hurricane Patricia (2015) are assimilated to provide a realistic 3D analysis of the storm. As Part I of the two-part study, this paper aims at investigating the source of the spindown issue associated with the more realistic DA analysis. Diagnostics have shown that the analysis is consistent with various observations. Additionally, the analysis produced by DA is more consistent with the GWB and unbalanced force theories. In contrast, VM creates a spuriously strong supergradient imbalance throughout the inner-core to near inner-core region. However, the realistic analysis produced by DA is found to experience significant and persistent Vmax spindown (e.g., Vmax drop lasts longer than 6 h) which jeopardizes the subsequent intensity forecast. On the other
hand, the spurious analysis produced through VM is found to produce better intensity forecast without apparent long-lasting Vmax drop. Therefore, diagnostics are performed in this study to understand why the more persistent spindown occur when initialized with the more realistic DA analysis but not with the spurious VM analysis.

Frequent outputs from HWRF Model show that Vmax drop happens in both DA and VM. The Vmax drop in VM is attributed to the significant wind and pressure adjustment caused by the supergradient imbalance at the initial time. This model adjustment in VM is significant but brief. Vmax is recovered to the strength of the analysis quickly and slowly intensifies afterward. However, the Vmax drop in DA is more severe and persistent than the Vmax drop in VM. The evolution of secondary circulation and eyewall indicates that this significant Vmax drop in DA is attributed to the defective model physics parameterization schemes that cannot maintain the realistic sub/supergradient oscillations associated inflow/outflow oscillations around the eyewall. Additionally, the realistically elevated upper-level outflow by DA is also not supported by the model due to the unrealistically weak secondary circulation even after the model resumes its balance. It is hypothesized from these results that better HWRF Model physics such as the turbulent horizontal and vertical diffusion parameterizations are needed to alleviate the spin-down initialized by the analysis produced by DA.

Further diagnostics with modified model turbulent diffusion parameterizations are therefore conducted in this study to investigate the hypothesis. Results show that using a reduced horizontal diffusion parameterization configuration is able to better maintain the sub/supergradient oscillation from the DA analysis and therefore significantly
alleviated the spindown issue. Further applying the modified turbulent mixing parameterization scheme with improved vertical diffusion profile significantly increased the intensification rate and peak intensity with enhanced secondary circulation. However, it should be noted that this study is not trying to suggest that the reduction in the horizontal diffusion or the change of vertical diffusion profile is a final resort to resolve the spindown issue. Rather, the experiments conducted in this study demonstrate that the model physics do play an important role in the spindown alleviation and a realistic DA analysis requires a compatible, realistic model physics to improve the TC intensity forecast.

Considering the small size of Patricia, some initial experiments are also conducted in this study to investigate the impacts of increased model resolution in the intensity forecast. Results show that by increasing the model resolution, the spindown issue can be alleviated and the intensification rate and therefore peak intensity can be increased significantly. However, the spindown alleviation from the resolution increase is not as significant as the alleviation from the model physics modification. These results suggest that the model resolution is one key factor that limits the intensification rate and peak intensity, but the model physics plays a more important role in the spindown alleviation in this case. Additionally, the predicted TC moves overly fast with the finer-resolution experiments, which requires further investigations in the future work. In Part II, the impact of various field campaign and enhanced CIMSS AMV observations on the analysis and subsequent forecast of Patricia using the improved physics are discussed. This study focuses on the Vmax spindown with a time scale of 6 h or more, based on definition of spindown from early studies (Bernardet et al. 2015; Zhou et al. 2015a,b; Tong et al. 2018). The Vmax drop at a much shorter time scale (e.g., over the first 10–20 min shown in Fig. 6a) is worth additional investigation in future studies.
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